
Out of Bounds line definition, The Epping Golf Course January 2019 
1st Behind the first tee, on or over the chipping or putting greens, beyond the white stakes running from : the  SE  corner of the putting green 
beyond the edge of the copse behind the 18th green and thence ( alongside the Driving Range ) to the near edge of the copse running up the 
West side of the 18th fairway. Behind the 1st Green when hit on or over the road and path to the South and parallel to the 17th Fairway and 
Green upto Charlie’s Chair. 
3rd In or beyond the ditch right of the 3rd green starting level with the copse on the 8th. In,On or over the hedge and track and road behind the 3rd 
green. 
4th In,on or over the hedge and road Behind the tee  , On or over the track to the right of the fairway following near side of  the track as it turns 
into the 5th fairway. 
5th On the right beyond the line defined (above) on the 4th and beyond the poles of the netting or the fairway side conifer line run beside the 
school, In or beyond the hedge and ditch behind the green. 
6th Beyond the inside edge of the footpath right of the fairway. 
7th Behind the tee. 
8th In or beyond the copse left of the green from where the ditch enters the copse.  In, on or over the hedge and track over the green up to 
Charlie’s Chair. 
10th In or beyond the hedge line on the left up to (and continuing along) the outer edge of copse that starts before “Tom’s Mounds” then runs 
behind the 11th tee as the copse ends. 
11th Behind the tee then in or beyond the hedge line on the left up to (and continuing along) the near edge of the tractor run. 
12th In or beyond the boundary hedge and fence on the left from there beyond the outer edge of the gabion baskets bordering the green. 
13th Beyond the far edge of the copse thence following round back to the edge of the 14th tee. 
14th Beyond the far edge of the copse to the right of the tee, thence round the back of the yellow/red tees, then along the inner edge of the 
copse right of the fairway up to the pylon where the line changes to the outer edge of the copse all the way round to the back of the green. ( For 
the avoidance of doubt, the four Hawthorn Trees on the slope between the fairway and the pylon are in bounds and do not form part of the 
course boundary ) 
15th Behind the tee in or over the boundary ditch or hedge on the right till it meets the gabion basket line from the 12th green. 
17th In, on or over the hedge and track then road on the South side starting at Charlie’s Chair. 
18th Behind the tee, in or over the ditch on the left,then (where the ditch goes underground) in or beyond the fence ,then in or beyond the near 
edge of the copse then from the copse corner a line ( alongside the Driving Range ) to the outer edge of the copse starting on the SE corner of 
the putting green and following round that outer edge to the side of the 1st tee thence round the back of the first tee.  
 
 



 






